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Fitting Substrate Provision and Use to Minimize
Carcinogenesis
Perspective

Abstract
Carcinogenesis is driven by genetic and epigenetic changes and also via gene
expression dysregulations. This article innovatively elaborates on how mismatch
in cell substrate provision and use triggers known and unknown carcinogenic
mechanisms that could eventually cause cancer. Timely circadian nutrition and
regular physical exercise may help minimize such a mismatch.
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Discussion
This article describes an association between synchrony
of cellular substrate provision and use with carcinogenesis.
Cancer is basically defined as amplified irregularities in cell
physiology concerning divisions and resultant abnormal genetics,
epigenetics, and omics [1-3]. There is a prospect that creating a
harmony in substrate provision and use helps cells to be more
biologically resistance to oncogenes.

Analyzing cancer in complicated ways may not allow its
simplicity of action and expression to be manifest. In addition,
emphasizing what can be accomplished in a life time to prevent
or slow down carcinogenesis, is a key to demolishing cancer.
Aside from keeping cells away from carcinogens such as viruses,
bacteria, waves, and other environmental mutagens; nutritional
programming and physical exercise are the most feasible means
to help prevent and manage cancer.
On the basis of recent discoveries in ruminant animal models,
shifting nutrient provision timing may allow optimizing substrate
use efficiency and partitioning into oxidation, deposition,
secretion, and excretion [4-7]. This implies that optimizing timing
of food intake can effectively synchronize nutrient provision and
use by splanchnic and peripheral cells. As such, creating optimal
harmonies between substrate provision and use (i.e., oxidation)
by timely nutrient intake and regular intense physical exercise
should keep carcinogenesis from progress.

The main philosophy of this article is that since food is
consumed regularly and thus nutrients are supplied to cells
incessantly and regularly, substrate use and oxidation should
follow similar rhythms. The timely energy expenditure and
substrate oxidation should indeed be stimulated. This can be done
with brain exercise and intense physical activity. This harmony
in nutrient provision and use (oxidation) should preferably be
established on circadian rhythms to allow superior cell efficiency
in brain, heart, liver, kidney and muscles. Cooperatively, such
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harmonies will auspiciously influence aging for a higher quality
lifestyle.

To elaborate on, individual and social differences exist in
lifestyle. These include differences in nutritional programs,
physical exercise intensity, workload, sleep duration and quality,
exposure to stressors, socioeconomic status, educational
perception, and natural and environmental quality. Presently,
no decisive quantitative proposal on cancer prevention may be
prescribed for a global use. However, a state-of-the-art feasible
guideline is to maximize matching the extent of nutrient provision
with that of substrate use by differential cells. Such a fitting
should be accomplished on a circadian basis. This may be done
with timely circadian nutrition and regular physical activity [8,9].

Conclusion

In a global word, a simple but significant cause of genomic
dysregulations is damaged by increased fitting of substrate
provision and use in vital cells. Timely nutrition and regular
physical activity of intense nature are considered pragmatic
strategies that minimize the above mismatch in substrate supply
and use. This could ensure maintaining regularities in cell
physiology through lasting minimized substrate overload.
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